COMM 2332   COMM 3302
Video Production I

Three semester hours.

Through class and instructor analysis of each student's idea for a short video, the class will cover
pre-production details: initial concepts, synopsis, treatment, script, storyboards, shot list,
scheduling, location scouting, and cost. Using screenings and analysis of classic scenes, the
choices available to the videomaker are discussed in depth with focus on subsequent application.
Students will work on individual video projects, and on one 6-10 minute final group project.
Course fee: $40.00.

Rationale:
1. This course is part of a major concentration and all major courses are 3000-4000 level
2. Other major Universities and Colleges offer Video production courses as junior and
senior level classes. See link to A&M Corpus Christi course offerings -
http://falcon.tamucc.edu/~aandh/commweb/commmaj.htm#Core
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